Abstract. In recent years, At home and abroad scholars proposed a great deal of mathematical models on landslide forecast, which through the fitting of landslide monitoring data and trend analysis to determine the landslides time. How to determine the results of the analysis to different mathematical models and identify good and bad quality of the forecast model is an important problem to the landslide forecast and decision-makers. The author proposed fitting effect index(including posterior index, model fitting efficiency index and RMS error) and experiment forecast effect index(including experiment forecast index and related coefficient index), which establishment quality testing model of landslide forecast. Using gray GM (1,1) mathematical model, the three exponential smoothing model and time series model fit and experiment forecast the monitoring data of Lianziya dangerous rock body in the three gorges of the Yangtze river. Using fitting effect index and experiment forecast effect index comprehensive analysis, the results showed the quality testing model of landslide forecast is an effective and practical approach.
. Various forecasting methods has its own advantages, but also there is a corresponding shortcomings and deficiencies. Most forecasting models are based on the monitoring of landslide displacement data were fitted speculate as to how to assess the quality of the forecasting model is good or bad, it becomes a problem for landslide forecast researchers and policy-makers to be solved.
A good forecasting model is not only to be able to describe the past events, more important it is to be able to predict future events. Thus, for quality assessment of landslide forecasting model it is absolutely necessary. We can assess the quality of the model, in order to truly establish forecasting model in line with the actual conditions of the landslide, and reliable forecasting results. In this paper, by using the fitting and forecasting performance metrics to fully assess the quality of both the effects of landslide prediction model.
Quality inspection of the landslide forecast model

Fitting performance metrics
Fitting effect index is forecasting model fits the data sequence and the average deviation from the actual measurement data sequence to measure the fitting accuracy of the forecasting model.
Posterior variance index ( PC 、 ) (Deng. 1987)
In the residual prediction mode, the number of tests is not counted out all at once, but after the previous data is calculated by a data, so turn recursion tests, each test is a test value for value models, so after the test referred to here as posterior inspection.
Let k moment of actual measurement data is (0) () xk , the predictive value of (0) () xk at that time, the difference between the two is () qk . 
The difference in the ratio ofC for the posterior two important test of the posterior variance data P and the small probability of error. S is smaller.
1 S large value, indicating that the original data variances large, large degree of dispersion of the original data. 2 
S
small, indicating that the residual variance small, residual degree of dispersion. C small, indicating that even if the original data is discrete, and the resulting model to calculate the difference between the actual value of not very discrete. P additional indicators the better. P greater, indicating that the average difference between the residual and the residual value is less than the given 0.6745 1 S points more.
On the basis of two indicators C and P can be integrated assessment of the accuracy of the prediction model. Specific indicators as shown in Table 1 . 
The maximum value of EF is 1, then the predictive value of ŷ and y observations in full compliance, namely 
Root mean square error ( RMSE )
RMS error is also known as the standard error, which is a common method of fitting error analysis, the formula is 
Test performance metrics forecast
Final inspection forecasting model requires after the forecasting event can be done. In order to verify the effect of the model, we can use the results of the model test report conducted tests to determine the reliability of forecasting models. When using the actual monitoring data to establish forecasting model, it may be reserved five or more actual monitoring data for testing the effect of the test report.
Test report performance metrics（ E ）
Set E as test forecasting performance metrics, then
N is trial forecasting the relative error test less than 15% of the number forecasting. L is the total number of test forecasts.
Relative error of trial forecasting is e .
ˆ1 00%
（9）
Numerical value E of trial performance metrics forecasting can basically reflect the effect of forecast models predict. The greater the value of E , the results show that the reliability of forecasts and forecast accuracy is relatively high.
The correlation coefficient ( r )
By correlation coefficient calculation model between forecast values ˆi y and actual values i y , it can reflect the degree of linear correlation between the forecast and the actual situation of the case.
The correlation coefficient r is calculated as follows 
Comprehensive assessment index
A good forecast model should be a fitting and comprehensive forecast of optimal configuration, therefore, we need to be integrated weighting function to fit the indicators and predictors of comprehensive determination. There are four indicators fitting indicators, namely the posterior variance ratio, a small error probability model efficiency and root mean square error. Forecast index has two index, that is test report performance metrics and correlation index. Denoted composite index, Fit index weights are 0.4, 0.6 forecast index, calculated by the formula index.
S represents the composite index, which fitting index weight is 0.4 and forecasting index is 0.6. We can use the following formula to calculate the composite index.
The calculated S values greater, indicating a better quality of the forecasting model than the other models. We can recommend the use of the model for landslide prediction. Table 2 . We calculate the fitting indicators and forecasts for each indicator forecasting model, then composite index is calculated, the last model to predict the quality of test results S obtained, are shown in Table 3 . From the above table 3, each forecast model results, the comprehensive index GM (1,1) the highest value, in order to adopt the recommendations of the landslide GM (1,1) to forecast, model quality and better than the three time-series exponential smoothing effect.
Examples of verification
Conclusion
(1) Quality inspection by the landslide forecast model fitting performance metrics (including the posterior variance index, efficiency index model and RMSE) and try forecasting performance metrics (performance and correlation coefficient test report) together form.
(2) By way of example calculations show that for landslide prediction model fitting results using indicators and forecast performance metrics common test, available forecasting models forecasting higher confidence.
(3) Landslide forecast quality evaluation is an effective and practical means for landslide prediction model evaluation, after the landslide prediction model for the assessment need to be further improved and perfected.
